1. BRIEFING OPERATION STONE  
2. PAGE 6, DTG 120333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 42, period 110001H to 112400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
3. CG,111,MAF Msg 130333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 43, period 120001H to 122400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
4. PAGE 6, DTG 140333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 44, period 130001H to 132400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
5. CG,111,MAF Msg 150333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 45, period 140001H to 142400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
6. CG,111,MAF Msg 160333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 46, period 150001H to 152400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
7. PAGE 4, DTG NOT LISTED 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 47, period 160001H to 162400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
8. PAGE 3, DTG NOT LISTED 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 48, period 170001H to 172400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
9. CG,111,MAF Msg 190333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 49, period 180001H to 182400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
10. PAGE 4, DTG NOT LISTED 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 50, period 190001H to 192400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
11. PAGE 4, DTG NOT LISTED 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 51, period 200001H to 202400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
12. CG,111,MAF Msg 220333Z Feb 67 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 52, period 210001H to 212400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE  
13. CG,111,MAF Msg 230333Z Feb 67, 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 53, period 220001H to 222400H Feb 67 OPERATION STONE TERMINATED AT 221300H Feb 67
OPERATION STONE

COMMENCED: 12 FEB 67 - 0700H
TERMINATED: 22 FEB 67 - 1300H

UNITS: 1ST MARINES
1/1 (-) REINF
3/1 (-) REINF
2/4 (-) REINF

AREA: SOUTHERN DANANG TAOR, THIRTEEN MILES SOUTH OF DANANG.

ENEMY: MAIN FORCE VC UNITS.

RESULTS: USMC
9 KIA
77 WIA

ENEMY
291 KIA (CONF)
112 KIA (PROB)
65 PW

REMARKS: THIS OPERATION WAS CHARACTERIZED BY NUMEROUS CONTACTS WITH SMALL ENEMY UNITS SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. MARINE SWEEP FORCES FLUSHED THE ENEMY OUT OF CAVES, TRENCHES, HAYFIELDS AND SPIDER HOLES. THE NUMBER OF PW'S TAKEN IS PARTICULARLY SIGNIFICANT.
SECRET

DECIMAL CODES
CODES JAN: RIECESC0969 0441222-5555-5555-RUC7490

SECRET

S.E. C.R.E. T SECTION TWO OF FOUR

1) STONE

(a) 1ST MAN COMMANDED 590 OP IN QUANG NAV PROV

AT 120700H WITH MODERATE CONTACT FOR FD. AT 120600H CO B/1/1
S.WEEF FORCE VIC (BT 062554) OBSR 1 EN AT (BT 062555). FIRED
10 RDS SAT 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 120915H CO B/1/1 S.WEEF
FORCE VIC (BT 063554) SAT STEPPED IN FUNJI PIT: 1 USMC VIA (MED EVAC).

AT 120710H AQ AT (AT 063546) CALLED FIRE MSN ON 6 EN: 1 VC KIA
(CONF), 3 VC KIA (CONF). AT 120900H CO B/1/1 S.WEEF FORCE VIC
(BY 063553) APPEH 7 DET (EXECATE). AT 121045H CO B/1/1 S.WEEF
FORCE VIC RST 063554) APPEH 2 DET. CO W/WPP CO D/1/1 BLK
FORCE AT (BI 063555) OBSR 30 EN W/WPP AT (BT 063556). EN TAKEN
UNDER FIRE BY STS AND B/1/1 MORT MSN FIRED: 2 VC KIA (CONF),
10 VC KIA (CONF). AT 120700H CO G/2/3 S.WEEF FORCE APPEH 1 DET
AT (AT 063524). AT 120800H CO G/2/3 S.WEEF FORCE AT (AT 063523)
DEP 50 RDS SA FIRE FH EFT 10 EN (AT 063519): 1 USMC KIA,
1 USMC VIA (MED EVAC). RTND 260 RDS SA FIRE, 5 RDS K-79: 1 VC
KIA (CONF). AT 121005H CO G/2/3 S.WEEF FORCE AT (AT 063518) DEP
40 RDS SA FIRE MH VIC RST 063519. RTND 100 RDS SA FIRE W/NEG
RESP. AT 121330H CO F/2/4 S.WEEF FORCE AT (AT 063536) CPTRD 1
/f/VC. AT 121630H CO B/1/1 PLAN S.WEEF FORCE AT (BT 063547)
APPEH 1 DET W/NEG N/G. AT 121330H CO B/1/1 S.WEEF FORCE AT
(BT 063541) DEP 100 RDS SA FIRE AT 5 EN (BT 063541). 2 USMC KIA
(W/NEG), W/NEG. RTND 2,000 RDS SA FIRE AND 7 RDS K-79.
SEARCHED W/NEG RES. AT 120930H CO L/2/1 PLAN S.WEEF FORCE
AT (BT 063539) DEP 40 RDS SA FIREMH VIC (BT 063539): 1 USMC
KIA (MED EVAC). RTND 90 RDS, 1 EN MORT AND
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DECLASSIFIED

DATE: 1 DEC 1974

RECEIVED FROM: ASHq

SITUATION: AREA W/NEG REE. AT 121050H CO F/2/26 SLEEP FORCE AT (BT 053530) MAR SLEEPED IN PUNJI PIT: 1 USMC WIA (MED EAC). AT 121050H CO K/3/1 SLEEP FORCE MAR SLEEPED IN PUNJI PIT AT (BT 053517) 1 USMC WIA (MED EAC). AT 121450H CO K/3/1 SLEEP FORCE AT (BT 019526) DET MINE CT-2. AT 121700H CO K/3/1 SLEEP FORCE AT (BT 005528) APPROACH DET. AT 121800H CO F/2/26 SLEEP FORCE AT (BT 005528) RED 3 RDS SA FIRE FM VIC KIT 032. RTJ 280 RDS SA, 6 RDS M-79 AND 8 RDS 60MM MORT 1 VC KIA (PROB). AT 121900H CO'S X/1/2 AND F/2/26 RED 70 SA FIRE FM KIA (CONF). 8-5 121900H CO F/2/26 SLEEP FORCE AT (BT 005515) OSR 4 VC VIC KIT 008530). FIRED 50 RDS SA 2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 122100H CO D/1/1 SLEEP BLK FORCE AT (BT 005554) OSR 4 VC VIC KIT 008532). ARMY M19 FIRED. BOAT SUNK. 4 VC KIA (PROB).

OCCUPY:
- 1 KIA
- 4 KIA (CONF)
- 10 WIA
- 2 1 KIA (PROB)
- 16 DET
- 1 PW/VC

CONFIDENTIAL
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RDS: 4-75. 1 USMC WIA FM 6-75 FRAGS. EN CAS: 3 KIA (PROB).

LATE ENTRY: AT 00000Z 1/1 SCOUTS APPREH 2 FEMALE DET VIC.

(RT 00005). AT 13125H CO 6/2/5 CBS PtL Vic (AT 077517). 

OVER 5 VC. FIRED 56 RDS RAN 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 13125H.

1/1 SCOUTS APPREH 1 M/F VIS (RT 095546). AT 13125H CO 11/3/1
PLT VIC (RT 095546) OBSR 1 LG IN TUNNEL. THREW 1 M-26 GRENA.
SECRET
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(C) CUM HEL sorties: 63

(D) CUM TAC AIR sorties: 4

(E) CUM NOF:
(1) MSNS: 25
(2) AMMO EXPD: 383

(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MSNS: 90
(2) AMMO EXPD: 1,376

B. SPECIAL OPS

(1) STING RAY OPS

(A) STING RAY 3 MD-47

(1) COMMENCED
(2) YD 4525

(3) 2A2/IN 13FEB/HEL/OP CHINOOK

(4-10) NONE

(B) STING RAY 3 MD-43

(1) COMMENCED
(2) YD 7888
(3) 2P2/IN 16FEB/HEL

(4-10) NONE

(C) STING RAY 3 MD-46
SECRET

(3) OP PLAT TF II

(a) 3D MAR DIV (FWD) WITH 3 INF REG (2/3) 3/3 AND 3/45 CONT SBD OP IN QUANG TRI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 101146Z CO 4/3/3 SQD CET PTL EXCHANGED SA FIRE WITH EST SQD EN. 1 USMC KIA, 1 USMC WIA (MNDRT), EN CAS UNK. AT 141425Z CO 4/3/3 PLAT PTL VIC (ST 963460) REC'D SA FIRE PTL RND FIRE AND CALLED ARTY MSN 3/UNK RES. AT 101445Z CO 4/3/4 PLT VIC (90 40027) APPREH 1 DET. DURING FD 1 PV/VC DIED. 1 VC KIA (CONF). 1 PV/VC RECLASSED AS PV/VA. 1 PV/VC RECLASSED AS DET. DURING FD 175MM GUNS FIRED 100

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1726
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 117
(E) CUM NGF:
   (1) MSNS: NONE
   (2) AMMO EXPD: NONE
(F) CUM ARTY:
   (1) MSNS: 4,247
   (2) AMMO EXPD: 16,135

(4) OP STONE; 1ST MAR CONT SBD OP IN QUANG NAM

PROV WITH MODERATE CONTACT FOR PAT 140750Z CO L/3/1 SQD SBD TFT VIC GKB 020530Z DET M-26 GRENADES AS KINE. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 100930Z CO F/2/4 PLAT SBD FORC VIC AT 745454Z FD 1 EN IN TUNNEL. THREW 1 GRENADE AS KINE. 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 141630Z CO D/1/1 BLK POS VIC (ST 025558) SBD SPR OBSR 15 EN VIC (BT 03 194) 16RED 1 RD SA. 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 001514Z CO G/2/1 PLAT SBD VIC (BT 040565) OBSR 6 EN IN OPEN VIC (BT 039564) FERRED 50 RDS SA. 81MM MORT MSN. APPREH 1 PV/VC. AT 141115Z AO VIC GKB 001530Z) DIR A/S ON 15 EN: 10 VC KIA (PROB). AT 141120Z CO G/2/5 PLAT POS VIC (BT 000517)
SECRET
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OBS 2 EN VIC (CT 042972) FIRE 10 RDE SA 1 VC KIA (PROB).

At 141409H CO E/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 042972) OBSR 4 BOATS

WITH 2 EN IN BACK TANKER EXCER FIRE BY SPN TM 1 VC KIA

CONF. AT 140500H HS 8 111 VIC (CT 041552) APPREH 1 PW/VC.

At 141609H CO E/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 043555) HAR DET 1

KIA 1 VC KIA (CONF) NEARBY. AT 141530H

PAST 100 RUSER 101 S E G R E R

CO F/3/4 PLAT CSM PTL VIC (AT 031531) APPREH 1 PW/VC.

At 141409H CO E/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 042972) APPREH 1 PW/VC

AND 3 DET. AT 144009H CO I RM/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 032555)

APPREH 1 PW/VC AT 141550H CO K/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 0009)

500M APPREH 3 DET. AT 141509H CO K/3/1 SGT HR TM VIC (CT 031539)

OBSR 1 EN IN BACK TANKER EXCER FIRE 4 RDE SA 1 VC KIA

CONF. AT 141409H CO E/3/1 PLAT CSM PTL VIC (AT 031531) APPREH 3

DET. AT 141500H CO F/2/4 PLAT CSM PTL VIC (AT 031531) APPREH

1 PW/VC AT 124000H EN 233 4 SD AND VIC (CT 020510) OBSR 3

3, FIRED 20 HDS 2 SA 2 VC KIA (CONF) 1 PW/VC (KIA). DURING

IN 20 DET CLASSED AS CIV DET.

CO COIN RES: USMC ENEMY

2 KIA 17 KIA (CONF) (ADJ)

24 KIA (PROB)

2 DET

2 PW/VC

2 CIV DEF

2 PW/VC

DECLASSIFIED
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SR/Av FIRE FM 651 KIA VIC OD 9635462. 971 RTND SA FIRE; 2 ARTY MSNS W/UNK RES; AT 150822H 0K 3/3 FD 3 FLAT SIZE EN BASE CAMS VIC OD 9645462. 2 WERE THATCHED COVERED SLDGS, 1 WTH BUNKERS, MORTAR PITS AND FIGHTING HOLES. BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN OCCUPIED W/IN LAST WK, DURING FD 175MM GUNS FROD 105 UNOBSR MSNS EXTENDING 320 RDS HE.

(0) CUM RES: USMC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENEMY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 KIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1,752
(2) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 126
(3) CUM NOP:
(D) MSNS: NONE
(2) AKNO EXPD: NONE

PAGE SIX SUMMF 1112 SECRET
(1) CUM ARTY:
(1) MSNS: 4,718
(2) AKNO EXPD: 18,112
(4) OP STONE. 1ST MAR CONT SND OP IN QUANG NAM

RPT W/ MODERATE CONTACT FOR FD. AT 150700H CO 1/3/1 SGT
AMB AT C1I 8165256 RETURNING TO CP. RECD 1 RD M-79; 2 QMMS VIA
ID W/ EVAC. RTND 10 RDS SA FIRE AND 6 RDS M-79. EN BROKE
CONTACT: SEARCH W/ ENG RESV. AT 150900H CO 1/3/1 SEARCH
FORCE AT C1I 8045165 FD 1 DEAD EN AND EVIDENCE OF A SECOND:
1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 VC KIA (PROB). AT 152045H CO 1/3/1 SEARCH
FORCE AT C1I 8175165 MMT IN HAYFIELD; FIRED 25 RDS 105
HE, AND 14 RDS 81MM HE. SEARCHED AREA AND FD SPIDER TRAP; EN
THREW GREN (M72). 1 M-28 GREN RTND RES: 2 VC KIA
(CONF), 2 PAVAV. OPED MESC EQUIP AND DOCUS. AT 151100H CO
1/3/1 SEARCH FORCE VIC (C1I 8165355) OPED 1 PAVA. AT 151200H
CO 1/3/5 SEARCH FORCE VIC (C1I 8025105) RECD SF ORADIC SA FIRE;
2 UNMS VIC (RED EVAC) RTND SA FIRE W/ ENG RES. AT 152655H
CO 9/2/4 VIC (AT 9635546) RECD WN RECS SA FM 3 EN. TK FIRED 1
RD 90MM CANISTER. 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 151300H CO 1/3/1
SEARCH FORCE VIC (C1I 8175165) APPROX 5 DET. (3 FEMALE). USED

15FEB67

SECRET
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PAGE FOUR (continued)

(1) 1ST MP (AIRBAST DEFENSE). AT 150300H CO B PLT VIET VIC GT (0774) APPROX 1 DET (FEMALE). AT 152245H B CO 1ST MP ON RFCO OPEN AT POST 2 (HOSPITAL PERIMETER) VIC GT (057200). NO CAS. NO FIRE FIND. SIL WAS SENT OUT, NEG RES.

(2) 1ST MP (AIRBAST DEFENSE). AT 150300H CO B PLT VIET VIC GT (082940) CHUI LOC SON) ENGRS DET 1-14 MINE 1 USC MIA (RED FVAC).

(3) 3/1ST MP (AIRBAST DEFENSE). AT 151200H CO C 3RD SICELY 1ST SICELY VIET VIC GT (082897) DURING SEARCH OF HOUSE ON HINGE UNDER TRAP DOOR THERE WERE OPEN AT PHIL, MAR THERE FOUND V-26 GRENS INTO CAVE. PHET 3 GRENS, HOUSE BUILT GRENS AND EXPLODES. SPOTTED ON LP SHARPY CAVE 18X7 FT BEIN WITH CONCRETE FLOOR, POUNDED CONCRETE POOR WITH TRIPLE LAYER OF TIM. 1 VC MINE (COMF), OPTED 1 COMBINES MINE ASSORTED EXPLOSION, 1 LOG OF POKO, VIC MINE SUPPLIES, 1 VC FLAG, 1 GREEN UNIF. AT 152015H M30 CO PER VIC GT (071830) RFCO 50-60 MDS 06 AND
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VIA (10 MED EVAC), ENEMY: 6 KIA (CONF), 33 KIA (PROB), 10 DET. AT 161159H CO W/3/3 S-D VIC (BS 613403) FB 3 VC KIA (CONF).

AT 161159H CO M/3/7 S-D VIC (BS 612408) RECD 4# RDS SA FM EST 2 EN. RTND 100 RDS SA, 4 M-79 RDS M/UNK RES. 2 USMC WIA (1 MED EVAC) (MINOR). AD DIR A/S ON EN POS AT (BS 792401).

TRIKE A/C RECD SA FIRE. RES: 3 VC KIA (CONF). 1 BUNKER BUST AND 5 SEC EXPOS.

(3) CUM RES: USMC

22 KIA
118 KIA (CONF)
174 WIA

124 KIA BKPROB

20 DET (ADJ)

1 CIV DEF

1 UPN

7 INCIV

(C) CUM H. SORTIES: 3,542

(C) CUM TAL AIR SORTIES: 239

(C) CUM NEX

(C) MNS: 193

(A) APO EXP: 990 CORRECTED

(C) CUM ARMY

PAGE FOUR RUNNHF 117. SECRET

(A) MNS: 377

(A) APO EXP: 3,722

(A) OP STONE: 1ST MAR CORP S-D OF IN GUANG NAM

PROV WITH MODERATE CONTACT FOR PL. (LATE ENTRY) AT 151836H

HEL COMING INTO LZ VIC (AT 276535) FOR RESUP USN RECD 19 RDS SA. RTND 25 RDS SA. VC BROKE CONTACT. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC).

(LATE ENTRY) AT B-1834H CO B/3/1 PLAT SLEEP APPREH 1 PC/VC.

AND 1 DET. AT 160800H CO 1/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 045544)

FD 1 CAVE. ENGR BLEW ENTRANCE. 2 VC KIA (CONF). 2 PC/VC.

CPTRD 2 CHICOM GREN, 1 HAND FLARE, 1 CART BELT, 1 PACK WITH

DOCUS. AT 160815H CO 1/3/7 SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 045533) FD 1 VC KIA (CONF), APPARENTLY KILLED BY ARMY B/2 FEB. AT 160846H

1/3/1 PLAT SLEEP VIC. (BT 010534) FD 1 CAVE (15X15X4 FT) THREW 1 SMKE GREN INTO CAVES. HEARD EXPLOSION INSIDE CAVES. FD 3

CHICOM GREN, 1 CART BELT. DOCUS. 3 VC KIA (CONF), 1 PC/VC

(WIA). AT 160910H G/2/5 SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT GPEDOPL ODSR 2

EN VIC BG 0855T7). FIRED 30 RDS SA. 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT

161118H K/3/1 PLAT SLEEP VIC (AT 055488) SEARCHED CAVES.

APPREH 1 PC/VC. AT 161130H F/2/4 PLAT SLEEP VIC (AT 957547)

FD 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 161136H 0/1/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT
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S265523) APPEH 3 DET. AT 161800H 6/2/5 PLAT SLEEP VIC (OT 89553) FD 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 161200H 10/3/1 SOD SLEEP VIC (OT 89553) 1 PH LED SOD TO CAVE. SEARCHED AND FD 1 MAT-49, 9M6 SNG AND SODUS. AT 161245H 10/3/1 CO SLEEP FORCE VIC (OT 89553) FD 1 CAVE (5X13X5 FT) THREW 1 C/S GRE N IN CAVE; CP TRD 2 PW/VC, SEARCH REVEALED 1 RUSS K-44, 3 CHICOM GRENS, M-26 GRENS, ASSORTED DOCUS, FOOD, 50 RDS K-44, AMMO. AT 161400H F/2/4 PLAT SLEEP VIC (AT 955543) APPEH 1 DET KIA. AT 161500H 4/2/3/1 SOD SLEEP VIC (OT 007544) APPEH 1 PW/VC. AT 161530H L/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC (OT 89553) USING PW AS GUIDE LOCATED TUNNEL VIC (OT 007544) THREW 1 C/S GREN IN TUNNEL, 2 EN CAME OUT. EN THREW GRENS OUT OF TUNNEL, WHICH EXPLODED IN AIR. RES IN 1 USMC KIA AND 1 KIT CARSON KIA. 8 USMC WIA (6 MED EVAC). 1 PW ATTEMPTED TO ESCAPE AND WAS KIA BY SA FIRE. SEARCH OF TUNNEL resc PTTRD 1 CARB., ASST AMMO, GRENS, DOCUS AND CLOTHING recAP OF CAS: 1 USMC KIA, 1 KIT CARSON KIA, 8 USMC WIA (6 MED EVAC) 1 VC KIA (CONF), 2 PW/VC, AT 162115H 2/4 CORE DEF VIC (AT 947536) REC'D 500 RDS SA/AV AND 16 RDS 60MM RES IN 1 USMC KIA VIC (AT 955523), RTND 700 RDS SA/AV, 5 RDS 81MM ILLUM, 81MM HE. EN BROKE CONTACT WILL

PAGE SIX R/N MF 1173 SECRET
SEARCH FIRST LIGHT DURING PD 18 PW/VC, AND 15 DET RECLASSIFIED CIV DEF, AND 19 DET RECLASSIFIED INCIV.
(C) CUM RESs USMC
4 KIA
33 KIA
84 KIA (CONF)
61 KIA (PROB)
70 DET
13 PW/VC
38 CIV DEF
3 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 67
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 17
(E) CUM NFIs
(F) USNS: 25
(G) AMMO EXPD: 363
(H) CUM AMTRYS
(I) USNS: 163
(J) AMMO EXPD: 2942
(K) OP CHINOOK
(L) RTH WAR TERMINATED S/D OP IN THUA THIEN
PROV AT 162400H 21ST LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD. AT 161415H CO L

SECET
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(B) CMI OIL COMPANY

(C) CMI OIL COMPANY
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NAVMC NO 532-ADM (REV. 12-65)
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EVAC. RTD 130 RDS SA FIRE, 6 RDS 60MM W/UNK RES. AT
181352H CO 3/3/7 S-D OBSR 3 VC RUNNING FM HAMLET VIC (BS 829
END). FIRED 165 ARTY RND AND 30 RDS .50 CAL; 1 VC KIA (CONF),
2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 181435H CO 1/3/7 S-D VIC (BS 823403) OBSR
4 EN, CALLED A/S - VC KIA (PROB). AT 181459H CO 1/3/7 SQD
QTR F/T VIC (BS 823398) RECEIVED 10 RDS SA FIRE FM 4 VC VIC (BS
823595) RTN 1/3F 100 RDS 50MM WM FIRE AND 5 RDS 8 INCH; 1 VC KIA (CONF)
1 VC KIA (PROB). AT 181238H CO 1/3/7 S-D VIC (BS 823395) NSF
SPOTTED OBSR 3 EN IN BUNKERS. FIRED 29 RDS 60MM 4 VC KIA
(CONF), 8 VC KIA (PROB). DURING FD 1/3/7 LZ GATY VIC (BS 794148), RECEIVED SA FIRE WHILE
UNLOADING CH-46; 1 USCNG KIA, 2 USCNG WIA (MED EVAC). GUNNER RTD FIRE W/UNK RES. AT 181400H CO 1/3/7 F/F RDS VIC
(BS 794417) HEL IN LZ QEC SA FIRE. RTD 200 RDS SA FIRE; 1
VC KIA (CONF). AT 181300H 1/3/7 S-D VIC (BS 794415) RECEIVED 100 RDS 50MM WM UNK NR EN; 4 USCNG VIC (MED EVAC); RTN 1/3
RDS 15 RDS 14-79 W/UNK RES.

COD CUM RES: USCNG ENEMY
2A KIA 130 KIA (CONF) (ADJ)
2B KIA 832 KIA (PROB)

PAGE FOUR RUN#F 1327 SECRETS

3 DET (2D)
19 CIV (2D)
1 VPN
7 IND

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 3,779
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 270
(G) CUM NSF
(1) MSG# 559
(2) ANNO FX# 584042
(C) CUM ARTY
(1) MSG# 456
(2) ANNO FX# 497948
(O) CPT STONE

(A) 1ST MAR CORP S-D UP IN QUANG NAM PROV
WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT FOR FD. AT 060000 1/3/7 ZLK VIC
OBJ 825945H WAG INTO ZLK VIC OBSE 3 EN FM VPK WEST, FIRED RND
2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 0630, 2/3/7 CALLED FORC V/AAT 982
(5) OBSE 1/3/7 F/F RDS VIC 1 VC KIA CONF. AT 0630
2/3/7 VIC CAT 827362H SR IN ZLK RES OBSE 2 EN FM VPK WEST VIC
(ATT 937804) FIRED RND 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 063835H 1/3/7

19 FEB 67
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VC KIA (CONF). AT 181830H E/2/1 BLKG FORCE VIC (AT991600) OBSR 2 EN IN TRENCH LINE VIC (AT817590). FIRED 15 RDS SA 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 181850H E/2/1 BLKG FORCE VIC (AT817540) OBSR 12 EN, 8 W/NINS VIC (AT817540) FIRED 100 RDS SA 5 VC KIA (CONF), 2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 181830H D/1/1 PLAT SWEEP VIC (AT817510) APPREH 6 DET. AT 181830H D/1/1 PLAT SWEEP VIC (AT817510) OBSR 6 EN VIC (AT817540). FIRED 50 RDS SA 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 181820H E/2/1 BLKG FORCE VIC (AT991600) OBSR 2-3 EN MUG E VIC (AT991600). SET SPR TN FIRED 3 RDS. 1 VC KIA (PROB). AT 181830H E/2/1 BLKG FORCE VIC (AT991600) APPREH 1 DET. AT 181830H D/1/1 PLAT SWEEP VIC (AT991600) APPREH 30 DET (1 FEMALE), AT 181845H L/3/1 VIC (AT816500) ENROUTE TO NIGHT POS AMTRAC DET MINE Est. 30 LBS INT. 1 USMC KIA (MED EVAC), AT 182115H D/1/1 BLKG FORCE VIC (AT997500) OBSR 3 EN APPRAITCHING POS, FIRED 10 RDS SA 1 VC KIA (PROB).

(B) CUN RES: USMC ENEMY

8 KIA (CONF)
4$ WIA (CONF)
35 DET (CORRECTED)
6 R/VC
43 CIV DEF
4 WINS
30 IN/IV

(C) CUN HEL SORTIES: 135

SECRET
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(1) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 23
(2) CUM HC: 0
(3) NSNS: 25
(4) AMMO EXP: 363
(5) CUM ARTY: 2
(6) NSNS: 222
(7) AMMO EXP: 3,412
(8) OP CHINOOK: 11
(9) 4TH MAR CONF 5-D OP IN THUA THEN
PCTW WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR FD. CONFIRM TO ATREP NR 48
AND 7 VC KIA (PROB) TO 1/5/26 CONTACT AT 1720H, AT 1830H
LQ/26 SDN AMB VIC (YD3/6276) FIRED AT 2 VCI: 1 VC KIA (PROB)
VC KIA: 2 USING VIA (MED) EVAC. 2 DET APPEAR DURING MO.
(10) CUM RES: 2
(11) WMS: 0
(12) VMS: 18
(13) CUM HEL SORTIES: 14

FACE FOUR NUMBER 1328 SECRET
(1) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 2
(2) CUM HC: 0
(3) NSNS: 0
(4) AMMO EXP: 0
(5) CUM ARTY: 0
(6) NSNS: 12
(7) AMMO EXP: 0
(8) OP BRADLEY: 11
(9) 3D HARDY (100) WITH 3 INF BNS, (2/3,
5/3, 3/4) OR Y 5-D OP IN QUANG TRI PROW WITH LIGHT CONTACT.
 AT 180756C U/D 1/3/3 FD 3 BRMS VIC (ODB09830) WAS MALE
 BODIES, BODIES (3D) WAS CLS CASED, 3 VC KIA (CONF). AT 181055H
2/19 BRADLEY (YD 294191) CASR 2 EN. FIRE
(LATE ENTRY) AT 111530H AN ELEMENT OF 11TH ENGR BN FD 2 OLD
BRIEFC VCN VIC (YD17556) FIRED AS MINE. AT 181245H CO
LQ/3 SD EN BAN CAMP VVC 50 FIGHTING LIVING BUNKERS VIC (CD
00948998) AT THE TIME CO LQ/3
SEC WSA FIRE ON 1 NVA 1 USING VIC (MED EVAC); ATN WSA FIRE
1 NVA KIA (CONF), OPND 13BBS. AT 184500C 00 K5/4 MNG THROUGH VIC
(CONF) VCRC 40 PBS ON FRUIT FLOWS, WSA FIRE AND
SECRET

PAGE THREE RUMINIF 1389 S E C R E T
AT 191300H C/3/7 S&O VIC (BS 85554) OBSR 50 EN UND S. E.
FIRE IN SMALL GROUPS VIC (BS 81340). REG SPOORIFIC FIRE FN
N. W. FIRED 60 RDS GNVB, MOST OF VC DISPERSED TO HAMLET. 3
VC KIA (CONF). 16 VC KIA (PRB). AT 191400H M/3/7 VIC (BS
85559E) OBSR 1 EN, CALLED 10 RDS 15 FIRE W/E XCELLENT COVERAGE.
1 VC KIA (PRB). AT 191500H M/3/7 S&O VIC (BS 823403) OBSR 1 VC
SPR TN FIRED 1 RD SA. 1 VC KIA (PRB). AT 191500H
M/3/7 FLAT OP VIC (BS 875562) OBSR 1 VC WA/FN VIC (BS 855543)
DIR A/C STRAFING RUN ON VC. 1 VC KIA (CONF).
1) CUM RES: USMC. 25 KIA. 239 WIA
ENEMY: 144 KIA (CONF) (ADJ), 342 KIA (PRB), 3 DET (ADJ), 19 CIV DEF.
1 WPN, 7 INCU
2) CUM KEL SORTIES: 3,849
3) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 299
4) CUM KEL:
(1) MSVS: 155
(2) AMMO EXPD: 5,042
5) CUM KEL ARTY:
(1) MSVS: 478
(2) AMMO EXPD: 5,159

PAGE FOUR RUMINIF 1389 S E C R E T
H EAL OP STONE
1) 1ST MAR CON S4/D OP IN QUANG NAM PROV
VIT SIGNIFICANT CONTACT FOR PD. AT 191600H CO K/3/1 SWEEP
FORCE TR VIC (AT 855550) DET 1Nk TYPE NINE. NO GAS MIN
DAM. AT 190900H CO D/1/1 SWEEP FORCE AT (AT 85556) FD 3
VC KIA (CONF). AT 190900H CO K/3/1 FLAT SWEEP VIC (BS
855550) MAR STEPPED ON PUNJI STAKE: 1 USMC WIA
1) MSVS: 191600H CO 1/3/1 BLK PCS VIC (AT 98254) OBSR
1 EN VIC (AT 98254). FIRED 1 M-79 AND 2 RDS SA: 1 VC KIA
(CONF). AT 191055H CO D/1/1 FLAT VIC (AT 982556) FD
1 EN KIA (CONF) BY SA. CPTRD 1 CARI BELT. 1 M-26 GREY. 1
HAND ILLUM. 1 PONCHO. 1 CARI MAG W/20 RDS. 1 GAS MASK AND 1
FIRING AID KIT. AT 191055H CO D/1/1 FLAT SWEEP AT (AT 982576)
FD 193 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE. AT 191055H CO D/1/1 FLAT SWEEP
FD 1 VC KIA (CONF) BY M-79. AT 191135H CO D/1/1 FLAT SWEEP
AT (AT 98256) OBSR 1 EN AT (AT 982555). FIRED 10 RDS SA: 1
VC KIA (CONF). AT 191135H CO C/1/1 SWEEP VIC (AT 9
555) WRO FRED MAREDET RIFLE GREY: 3 USMC WIA (MED EVAC).}

19 FEB 67
SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

PAGE FIVE-RUNMF 1389 SEC R E
VIC (AT 986683) FD 3 FRESH GRAVES: 3 VC KIA (CONF). A
191400H CO E/2/1 BLK FORCE VIC (AT 983601) OBSR 30 EN W/WEPS
AND PACKS VIC (AT 983600). CALLED ARTY MSN AND FIRED 30 RDS
SA: 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 191415H CO E/2/1 BLK FORCE AT (A
986681) OBSR 1 EN VIC (AT 986685). FIRED 3 RDS SA: 1 VC KIA
(CONF). AT 191400H CO E/2/1 BLK FORCE AT (AT 985561) OBSR 5
EN VIC (AT 985600). FIRED 50 RDS SA: 1 VC KIA (CONF). A
191500H CO B/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (AT 984585) RECO 1 GREN: 1
USMC WIA (MED EVAC). RTND SA FIRE: 1 VC KIA (CONF). A
191530H CO K/3/1 SWEEP FORCE AT (AT 987685) FD SPIDER TRAP:
FULLER TOP: 6 EN CAME OUT FIRING SA. RTND 25-30 RDS SA AND
4 RDS SHOTGUN: 4 VC KIA (CONF). 2 PW/VC. CPTRD 1 M-14 RIFLE,
1 BULLDOZER-26 GRENS. AT 191535H CO B/1/1 SWEEP
FORCE AT (AT 981587) OBSR 1 EN AT (AT 981588). FIRED SA: 1
VC KIA (CONF). AT 191545H CO B/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (AT 981
69). FLUSHED 1 EN OUT OF HAYFIELD VIC (AT 981602). FIRED SA:
1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 191600H CO K/3/1 SWEEP FORCE
TK VIC (AT 981601) DET UNK TYPE MINE. NO CAS, MINOR DAM.
AT 191400H CO B/1/1 SAR AT (AT 975999) DET 2 PRESS TYPE MINES;
7 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 191630H CO E/2/1 BLK FORCE VIC

PAGE SIX-RUNMF 1389 SEC R E
JMT 981601) OBSR 10 EN VIC (AT 986600) FIRED 100 RDS SA: 4
RDS M-79: 4 VC KIA (CONF). 2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 191645H C
B/1/1 SBD VIC (AT 977665) DET PRESS TYPE MINE (POSS 165 RD): 1
USMC KIA. 4 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 191651H CO E/2/1 BLK
FORCE VIC (AT 986699) OBSR 13 EN IN CAME FIELD. EN THROW
GRENS. RTND 50 RDS SA: 2 RDS M-79: 5 VC KIA (CONF). CPTRD
5 PW/VC: 2 M-26 GRENS AND 4 CHICOM GRENS. AT 192110H CO E/2/1
VIC (AT 974600) OBSR 4 EN CROSS BKG FIRE: 10 RDS SA: 4 VC
KIA (CONF). AT 191600H 3D EN 1ST MAR CHOPPED FM OP AND 15
MAR PASSED OPCON TO 1ST EN 1ST MAR. AT 191800H CO C/1/1
SWEEP VIC (AT 965890) FD 59 FRESH GRAVES: 8N MALES KILLED
BY FRAG AND SA: 39 VC KIA (CONF). AT 191011H CO C/1/1 PLA
SWEEP DE UNK TYPE MINE VIC (AT 986684): 3 USMC WIA (MED
EVAC). AT 191600H CO B/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (AT 977596)
OBSR 45 EN ACROSS RIVER VIC (AT 987590) W/AW WEPS AND 3 MG.
EXCHANGED SA FIRE: 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). 15 VC KIA (PROB).
5 VC KIA WIA
ENEMY: 191 KIA (CONF) (ADJ: 191 KIA (PROB)). 35 DET (CORRECTED) 16
NAV, 10 HC, 13 VC WIA (MED EVAC). 15 VC KIA (PROB).
24 VC KIA WIA. 3 ENCIV
K(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 135

SECRET
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3 VC KIA (CONF). AT 201250 H 1/3/7 VIC (BS 797415) POINT OP
C1 ADVANCING SOUTH RECEIVED SFR FIRE. UNITS OBSR 2 EN HIDING
IN STREAM BED. FIRED 10 RDS SA, 1 VC KIA (CONF), APPREH 1
DET. AT 201700 H 1/3/7 S-D VIC (BS 825426) OBSR 2 EN W/CAR.9
SRM IN FIRED 6 RDS 1 VC KIA (CONF). 1 VC KIA (PROB). AT
201715 H 1/3/7 OP VIC (BS 815567) MAR WAS WOUNDED BY UNK
EXPLOSIONS DEVICES 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 201730 H AJ OBSR 8
VC W/RPS, CALLED AS/1 VC KIA (CONF), 3 VC KIA (PROB), 256 WIA (ADJ)
201830 H 1/3/7 RECON DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF 182030 H ARTY AND
NFO: 35 VC KIA (PROB). AT 201845 H 1/3/7 SJD AMB (BS 824400)
OBSR: 5 VC, RECEIVED 18 RDS SA, RETD 90 RDS SA AND 3 RDS M-79
FIRE, 3 VC KIA (PROB). DURING FD 3 DET RECLASSED CIV DEF.
22 CIV DEP
7 INCIV

(c) CUM RESI: USMC

156 KIA (CONF)

DECLASSIFIED

PAGE FOUR RUN OF 1458 SECRET
2017. 5-1-84 194563's 327
(c) CUM RES1
(1) MSRS: 158
(2) AMMO EXPD: 5, 158
(3) CUM ARTY
(1) MSRS: 496
(2) AMMO EXPD: 5, 515
(c) OP STONE

(a) 191ST MAR CONT 6-D OP IN QUEHT NAM PROV
WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT FOR FD. FOLLOW UP TO HISUM NR 90
OPN STONE, 191800 H 1/3/7 SFB FORCE, FD 3 EN IN FRESH GRAVES.
TOTAL 42 EN KIA (CONF). VICE 39 REPORTED PREVIOUSLY. AT
191430 H 1/3/7 CO SFB FORCE VIC (AT 986503) OBSR 1 EN VIC
(BY 987603), FIRED SA, 1 VC KIA (CONF), FD 2 M-26 GRENS, 4
CHICOM GRENS, 1 CARY BELT, 1 SMALL BAG OF RICE. AT 191505 H
D/1 CO SFB FORCE VIC (AT 986506) OBSR 2 EN, VIC (AT 986
563), FIRED SA, 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 191530 H D/1 CO
FORCE VIC (AT 981594) 1 USMC STEPPED IN FJNJI PIT; 1 USMC WIA
CHICOM AT 191600 H D/1 CO SFB FORCE VIC (AT 982554) FB
5 EN IN GRAVE, FIRED SA, 5 VC KIA (CONF), FD ONE, 38 CAL.
DECLASSIFIED
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77 WIA (ADJ) 112 KIA (PROB) (ADJ)
17 DET (CORRECTED)
68 FW/VC
43 CIV DEF
25 WPNS
50 INGIV

(a) CH1 HP RORT YES: 175
(b) CH1 T/AIR RORT YES: 48
(e) CH1 NIP:
(c) VIS: 25
(d) AMMO EXPD: 36-
(f) CH1 ARTY:
(g) VIS: 29-
(h) AMMO EXPD: 4.615
(i) CUM EN DAYS: 30

- (23) OP DESIO

(a) TIN MAR CONT S-D OP IN GUANG NGAI
BRO WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR RD. AT 221800H CO L/3/7 S-D
VIC (BS228537) RCD 3 RDS 3A FIRE. RND 3 RDS 4-79 AND 8
RDS 61441 1 USMC WIA (MINOR). AT 220536H CO L/3/7 SQD S-D

PAGE FOUR RUSHMF 1647 SECRET
VIC (CS 871353) MAR TRAPPED UNK TYPE MINE: 1 USMC WIA (MED
EVAC). AT 221100H CO L/3/7 SQD CET PIL VIC (CS 810484) OBSR
1 EN W/MPN. SHB SRF FIRED 1 RDS 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 221205H
CO L/3/7 S-D VIC (CS 871353) OBSR UNK NR IN TRENCH
VIC (CS 871334). CALLED AWS AND ARTY MN. 1 VC KIA (CONF).
AT 221205H CO M/3/7 FTM OP VIC (CS 823403) OBSR 5 EN W/WPNS
IN TRENCH. INC. FIRED 18 RDS 62224 17 3 VC KIA (PROB).
AT 221330H CO L/3/7 S-D VIC (CS 826587) FD 2 BODIES IN GRAVES
W/DJINOPT BODIES: 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 221350H CO L/3/7 S-D
VIC (CS 826587) OBSR 1 EN W/MPN. FIRED 20 RDS 5A 1 VC KIA
(PROB). AT 221350H CO L/3/7 S-D VIC (CS 826587) FD GRAVE 2
BODIES: 2 VC KIA (CONF). AT 221751H CO M/3/7 FTM AT (CS 828405)
1 USMC WIA (MINOR) WHILE CLEARING AREA W/BANGALORE TORPEDO.
(b) CUM RES: USMC 10

26 KIA
164 KIA (CONF)
263 WIA
485 KIA (PROB) (ADJ)
1 DET (CONF)
22 CIV DEF
1 WPNS
7 WPNS
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